Upper Dean, Bedford
Installing a retaining wall within a restriced access site.

Aarsleff Ground Engineering were employed by Gray and
Sons to install a retaining wall in Upper Dean, Bedford. On
behalf of their client Bedford Borough Council, they were
installing a new watercourse adjacent to a public road.
Part of these works required a sheet piled retaining wall
to prevent the bank from slippage and collapse whilst the
works were being carried out.
Aarsleff mobilised onto the site on the 5th August, installing
the first 3no. piles utilising a bespoke frame and a crane
suspended air hammer. The installed piles were then used
as a base for the Giken Silent Press to install the further
37no. piles.

Aarsleff’s Construction Manager Jim Wilson who oversaw
the works said:
“The scheme was complicated further by the sites size,
however use of the silent press is particularly suited for
restricted access, and ensured that we could work safely.”
The restricted access of the site also meant a full closure
of the adjacent road. This allowed Aarsleff to mobilise
the equipment needed to install the piles and work safely
throughout the duration of the project. Despite this
challenge, the team were able to complete the project to
schedule and to the client’s satisfaction.

A total of 40no. 9m long sheet piles were installed, creating
a 25Lin/m retaining wall. Aarsleff also installed a nonstructural capping beam for the retaining wall once all the
piles were installed and cut to level.
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Data

Equipment

40no. sheet piles

Air hammer
Giken Silent Press

Client
Bedford Borough Council

Construction period
5th August - 13th August 2019

Main Contractor
Gray and Sons

Aarsleff Ground Engineering Ltd is the UK trading arm of Danish contracting giant Per Aarsleff
A/S, and is one of the UK’s leading piling and geotechnical design and installation specialist
contractors; actively promoting early consultation to ensure each scheme can be Value
Engineered to give clients the best service, quality design, safety and value. Aarsleff ’s strategy
and philosophy of investment into the future has resulted in its wholly owned subsidiary
Centrum Pile Ltd having the most advanced precast pile production facilities in the UK,
producing segmentally jointed precast concrete piles to BS En12794 to Class 1A
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